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Chapter 1 : Vegas Golden Knights | T-Mobile Arena
Golden Knights fall to Leafs, Erik Haula was carted off the ice on a stretcher following a 3rd period injury in the Golden
Knights' loss to the Maple Leafs.

This unofficial unit competed successfully in parachute competitions, provided assistance to the military in the
development of modern parachuting techniques and equipment, and provided support for Army public
relations and recruiting. Bragg, North Carolina, and has several dedicated facilities in the area. These facilities
include an aviation support facility, a team headquarters facility, and a dedicated team drop zone. The team
itself is composed of about 95 men and women and divided into several smaller task-oriented subunits, also
called teams or sections. The support elements include an aviation section, a headquarters section, a
media-relations section, and a supply section. Demonstration teams[ edit ] A Golden Knight demonstration
parachutist The two Golden Knight demonstration teams travel the United States and occasionally overseas ,
performing for public audiences at venues ranging from relatively small civic events to nationally and
internationally televised events such as Monday Night Football games, NASCAR races, and large
international airshows. The two demonstration teams are dubbed the Gold Team and Black Team, in reference
to the official Army colors. Team members come from a variety of backgrounds in one of the jobs available in
the US Army. Each team has a team leader, who typically has the most time and experience performing
demonstration jumps and typically holds the rank of an Army sergeant first class. The 24 demonstrator
positions on the team are typically held for at least three consecutive years. At the end of their tenure, soldiers
then either rotate back to Army line units or they may request to stay with the team for an additional period in
one of several specialty positions. These positions are usually reserved for tandem parachute instructors,
videographers, team leaders, and competition parachutists. The demonstration teams perform several types of
shows; each is performed to exacting standards of practice, but can also be tailored to the specific venue.
These shows range from jumpers exiting the aircraft and landing in a major-league stadium, to more involved
or minute aerial displays. The Mass Exit show consists of multiple jumpers exiting the aircraft and forming a
geometric shape, often with smoke canisters employed for additional crowd effect. The minute Full Show
consists of several aircraft passes or "jump runs", with each pass consisting of one or more jumpers exiting
and then performing somewhat unusual parachuting maneuvers. Once safely on the ground, the jumpers
traditionally perform a ground line-up, in which each jumper is introduced and then the team usually presents
a team memento to a distinguished selectee from the show audience. Each maneuver the Knights perform is
executed with the enjoyment and safety of the audience being the paramount concern. The Golden Knights
enjoy an unparalleled safety record in the professional parachuting arena, a testament to their professionalism
and skill. For those wishing to become one of the few, the Golden Knights hold an annual tryout and selection
program by which qualified Army men and women are invited to attend a grueling and mentally challenging
6-week course, while temporarily assigned to the team at Ft. At the culmination of this process, the remaining
applicants who are not released from the program are "knighted" during an induction ceremony and are then
put on a probationary status for a one-year period. Those soldiers who successfully complete their
probationary period are then officially deemed Golden Knights and then serve their remaining three seasons as
full-fledged members of the team. They have won an array of medals from national and international
competitions each year, and hold the current military world record in both male and female four-way freefall
formation and the world record in canopy piloting speed. Bush during his and jumps The Golden Knights
tandem section provides the team with the unique ability to provide tandem parachute jumps to approved local
and national celebrities, media personnel, and VIPs. This allows the team to jump with these celebrities into
venues which have local and national flavor, interest, and appeal. This program was designed to allow
celebrities and VIPs the opportunity to experience the freefall with the Knights while in a safe, carefully
controlled setting and to showcase the skills and qualities of Army soldiers to these special individuals. This
element consists of six soldiers who were selected from the ranks of the demonstration teams and all are
specially trained in tandem parachuting and accelerated freefall parachuting techniques, as well as freefall
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photography. The Golden Knights have had the honor of jumping with numerous celebrities and heads of
state, most notably President George H. Bush, in , , and The team is commanded by an Army lt. This section
is composed of about 10 Army and DAC pilots, and six enlisted soldiers. The Army pilots with the exception
of the Team 6 commander are all chief warrant officers in the ranks of CW3 to CW4 and most have typically
4,, flight hours in fixed-wing aircraft. The CA is used by the demonstration teams as a mode of conveyance to
over 50 show locations annually, as well as a jump platform while performing at those locations. The UVs are
most frequently used by the tandem and competition teams and for local jumps near Ft. Bragg due to their
shorter range. The bottom and tail are painted black on the CA. The tail has the familiar "Army" brand symbol
upon it ex.
Chapter 2 : Flyers 5, Golden Knights 2: A huge opening to the season | NBC Sports Philadelphia
The Vegas Golden Knights are a professional ice hockey team based in the Las Vegas metropolitan area that began
play in the NHL www.nxgvision.com are members of the Pacific Division of the Western Conference of the National
Hockey League (NHL).

Chapter 3 : Army Golden Knights | www.nxgvision.com
The United States Army Parachute Team, nicknamed the Golden Knights, is a demonstration and competition parachute
team of the United States www.nxgvision.com consists of demonstration and competition parachutist teams, drawn from
all branches of the Army.

Chapter 4 : Official Vegas Golden Knights Website | www.nxgvision.com
During the expansion Vegas Golden Knights' amazing run to the Stanley Cup Final, they had the NHL's best,
over-the-top pregame show. A golden knight would battle various foes and as Vegas.

Chapter 5 : Introducing the Vegas Golden Knights | www.nxgvision.com
PREVIEW Just the Facts. Who: The Las Vegas Golden Knights and the Boston Bruins square off for the first of two
matches during the ''19 regular season.. What: Vegas looks a little worse for wear after free agency, but still have former
Bruins Malcolm Subban, Colin Miller, Reilly Smith, and Nick Holden on their payroll.

Chapter 6 : United States Army Parachute Team - Wikipedia
The Golden Knights are the United States Army's official aerial parachute demonstration team.

Chapter 7 : The Golden Knights' pregame performance is as great as it is ridiculous | NBC Sports Washing
The Capitals and Golden Knights finally took to the ice on Monday night in Game 1 of the Stanley Cup Final, but not
before an elaborate pregame production that only the city of Las Vegas could pull off.

Chapter 8 : Vegas Golden Knights - Wikipedia
Vegas Golden Knights general manager George McPhee spent the offseason rebuilding his team's second line. To no
fault of his own, he may never get to see the full fruits of his labor this year.
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